Wolfgang Weingart's typographic landscape
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(This article was originally published in Polish in 2+3D magazine, issue i-2003, Nr 6. Permission for the use of the images were granted by Wolfgang Weingart.)

He started it all. It was he who ignited the spark of ‘typographic anarchy’ that exploded on the verge of the nineteen nineties. It was he who fathered what was subsequently dubbed ‘Swiss Punk’, ‘New Wave’ or whatever you care to call it – perhaps even post-modernism. His name is Wolfgang Weingart. Weingart was born in the midst of the World War II in Germany. Most famous for his experimental, expressive work that broke the mould of classical Swiss typography, Weingart began his typographic career in the early sixties as an apprentice of hand composition at a typesetting firm. He then decided to further his studies at the Basel School of Design in Switzerland, the cradle of classical Swiss typography. Following his rather unsuccessful attempt at completing his course, Armin Hoffmann, who was then the head of the Basel School, invited him to teach there, by the sheer admiration of his work. He has been teaching there ever since and had made extraordinary impact on the contemporary typographic landscape.

What exactly is ‘Swiss typography’? Swiss typography was founded upon the teachings of the Bauhaus in Germany soon after World War II and became a rational approach to typography. The use of grid systems was the key to the logical disposition of type and images on the page, along with sanserif typefaces for clear, functional communication. Figures such as Armin Hoffmann and Emil Ruder were the major proponents of Swiss typography, who were teachers at the Basel School of Design at the time. They believed that typography should be unobtrusive and transparent, in order to clearly communicate its textual content. By the beginning of the sixties, the language of Swiss typography had already gained reputation the world over. Swiss typography became synonymous with corporate design for multinationals, and subsequently referred to as the ‘international typographic style’.

At this point, our dear Mr Weingart barges in, hurriedly corrects my one-sided viewpoint of Swiss typography: ‘not only one conception of typography exists in Switzerland’. He would proudly acknowledge that his experimental typography is also Swiss, because it was a ‘natural progression’ from the classical Swiss typography as we know it. To call what he did and still does as ‘deconstructive’ would be too simplistic a comment. His typographic experiments were strongly grounded, and were based on an intimate understanding of the semantic, syntactic and pragmatic functions of typography. Whereas ‘traditional’ Swiss typography mainly focused on the syntactic function, Weingart was interested in how far the graphic qualities of typography can be pushed and still retain its meaning. This is when the semantic function of typography comes in: Weingart believes that certain graphic modifications of type can in fact intensify meaning. ‘What’s the use of being legible, when nothing inspires you to take notice of it?’ How true.

Weingart’s work is characterized by his painterly application of graphical and typographical elements. The emotionally-charged lines, the potent, image-like qualities of his type, the almost cinematic impact of his layouts, all speak of his great passion of creating with graphical forms. His typographic layouts are compelling yet lucid, free yet controlled. Some of his personal work is almost akin to landscape paintings, only that his paintbrush is replaced by type, rules and screens. He doesn’t seem to perceive a divide between fine art and typography. His inspirations were mainly drawn from the processes of typesetting and reproduction, where he finds great pleasure in discovering their characteristics and pushing them to their limits.

Since the first day when he arrived at Basel as a student, it was clear that Weingart was a rebel. In a class he had with Armin Hoffmann, the students were asked to work on a line composition using ruling pens. Instead of drawing the lines as he was told, he went over to the type shop and made a contraption that he could use to print lines. Weingart’s ingenuity is simply impressive: he took a plank of wood, screwed L-shaped hooks on it in a grid format, then turned them at 0, 45 and 90 degree angles to form compositions, inked it and printed it on a letterpress. He screwed the hooks into the wood at different levels so some received ink at type-high and some did not. Perhaps ‘rebel’ is too harsh of a description – he was simply inquisitive. There is no doubt that Weingart bent the rule of classical Swiss typography – both literally and figuratively. When he was an apprentice at a letterpress workshop, he was pondering about why the brass rules that were used to print tabular matter always had to be straight and at 90-degree angles to each other. He created highly abstract letterpress prints with rules shaped into elegant curves, almost resem-
bling rolling hills in a beautiful countryside.

Weingart works with a very limited palette of typefaces. He suggests that four typefaces are enough to address all typographic problems. One of these typefaces would certainly be Akzidenz Grotesk, an early sanserif of the grotesque genre designed by the Berthold Foundry in Germany at the close of the 19th century. ‘I grew up with Akzidenz Grotesk and I love it. Akzidenz Grotesk has a certain ugliness to it, that’s why it has character.’ He feels that Univers, which is Emil Ruder’s favorite, is too slick and cosmetic for his taste. The simplicity of his choice of typefaces speaks of his fondness of simple tools.

Weingart’s fascination with everything mechanical started at an early age. When he was a young boy, he once completely disassembled his bicycle and put it back together again. In his typographic work, Weingart has been equally fascinated by the technology and mechanical reproduction processes. ‘For me, typography is a triangular relationship between design idea, typographic elements, and printing part time,’ writes Weingart. The possibilities that these technologies offer seem endless to him, and he finds it hugely satisfying to explore the materials: ‘The thing that is so special for me… is the variability of the materials under the influence of idea and technique.’

Technological progression eventually led Weingart to experiment with photographic reproduction processes. Not satisfied with the rather limited range of sizes that metal type offered, Weingart began to explore the possibilities of the repro camera. He found that with the repro camera, a more fluid range of type sizes was possible. Working alongside Emil Ruder’s class at Basel, Weingart was able to continue pursuing his letter ‘M’ series of typographic studies that he had begun when he was working part time at a typesetting firm. He printed a few letter Ms by letterpress, pasted them down on a cube, and photographed them from different perspectives. This unique process yielded dramatic black and white letterforms in perspective and formed the basis of many engaging abstract compositions.

In the midst of his emotionally satisfying work one will also occasionally encounter work in his repertoire that is undeniably Swiss in its original flavor – calm, rational and clear. ‘That’s my schizophrenic personality,’ says Weingart. As much as he tries to be expressive with type, he feels that there are times when the clients’ wishes and the users’ needs are of a more urgent priority. Weingart simply knows when he has to put his ego aside and emphasize on solving particular design problems. It is the tension between his desire to express and his consideration for communication that creates this interesting mix of work and his perpetually inquisitive working ethos.

How well was his progressive idea about typography received at that time? Weingart recalls, ‘In my presentations in 1972, there was always a group of audience that hated it, one group that loved it, and the rest would all leave during the lecture.’ The people who were against his experimentations dismissed it as something that could never be adopted commercially. It wasn’t until the early eighties, when his American students like April Greiman and Dan Friedman brought back to the US a wealth of typographic arsenals from Basel and co-opted it into the mainstream of graphic design. From April Greiman’s ‘hybrid imagery’ to David Carson’s deconstructive page layouts, anarchy reigned supreme in the nineties. Those were the days for graphic design superstars, whose style many a graphic designer adored and imitated. While no one can give a definitive answer as to whether these American graphic designers took what Weingart did and brought it to new heights, they certainly managed to make it a huge commercial success. ‘They were doing it as a style and it was never my idea to create fashion’, denotes Weingart. The teaching at Basel for Weingart is not about trends but a ‘stability’ that they try to move away from, but never totally.

Weingart’s typographic experimentations spanned across three different eras of typesetting technology: letterpress, phototypesetting and the computer. Yet, despite how readily he accepted and pushed the boundaries of the letterpress and phototypesetting processes, he is rather unenthusiastic about the computer technology. The computer, to him, is too illusive. He compares the computer to a digital watch: a traditional watch shows a ‘landscape’, it tells a story; a digital watch only shows a particular moment. That’s why Weingart’s students do not design on the computer – they are asked to first work out their ideas by hand. Weingart wants his students to experience design as a tactile, hands-on experience. It is surprising that he was probably also the first person to introduce the Macintosh computer into the type shop in Switzerland.

In 2000, Weingart published a substantial monologue simply titled My way to typography, a remarkable object of design in itself. If you haven’t read it, I suggest that you do because it is just about as much as one can look into any design-
er’s life, work and influences. The book doesn’t just give you glimpses, but detailed accounts of his life and times, leaving no stones unturned. ‘Every page of the book is a handmade cookie.’ He had spent five years to put this book together, and it contains much of his personal exploratory work that had not seen the light of day until now. Flipping through the book is almost a voyeuristic experience – it is almost as if you were looking through one’s personal sketchbook or diary. ‘Sometimes I wish I was living in the Nineteenth Century,’ writes Weingart in one of the pages. Why? ‘I’m an old granny you know? I miss many things that I grew up with during and after the war that can never be found any more.’ These provocative statements are sprinkled throughout the book, intended as foods for thought for students to contemplate what it is that they are doing. This book is perhaps a token for his passion about teaching. Or perhaps it is an antidote for his rather grim view on the future of graphic design: ‘graphic design is in a big crisis. The education in our school is not the best any more. The value of living has changed. The computer and electronic tools in general are destroying our natural needs.’ The natural needs, perhaps, is our need to create, to express.

Let me leave you with these wonderful words from Weingart: ‘what still surprises and inspires me today: to turn blank paper into a printed page.’ Nothing can be more reassuring than to read words like these from someone who has almost forty years of experience behind him. What more can you ask for in a career?

Epilogue
This article is the result of my personal encounter with Wolfgang Weingart at the Emily Carr Institute of Art & Design in March 2001, where I was a student at the time. We had an immensely enjoyable afternoon of discussions and an insightful lecture in the evening. His visit was certainly one of the main highlights of my days at design school. I also consulted several sources when writing this article, and corresponded with Weingart on a couple of occasions. I would like to extend my personal thanks to Mr Weingart here.
Keith Tam: You said in an interview you had with Communication Arts magazine that you wished you were living in the 15th century. What made you say that, and how does that affect your work?

Wolfgang Weingart: That was only a sentence. I'm an old granny you know. I don't have a cell phone, I don't have email, I don't have a CD player, and my record player is fifty years old. I miss many things that I grew up with during and after the war that I can't find any more. The values are so different now. When I was young I had to respect even a piece of bread, not to throw it away. That's how I grew up. And you know what the world looks like today? It's very chaotic... So I came up with this rather provocative statement to make you think, ‘is that guy nuts or what?’

But it seems like you are very well versed with new technology and so innovative with it. It's just interesting how you made that statement. That's my schizophrenic personality.

This book that I made [Typography] was specifically made for you – younger students who grew up in a world that is different. The statement that you've just mentioned is something for you to think about. What does he really mean by that? It gives you perhaps a bridge to think, prompting you to do some research at the library, or contemplate what you read in history books. What was it like living in the 30s and 40s? What are the differences? It's totally normal that the world goes on. There's nothing bad about it. In the book there are little provocative sentences like that for you to think about. Another one would be: I need no more than four typefaces. What does it mean for you? It's a little thing for you to think about: ‘Is this guy mental? With all those Emigre typefaces and everything that’s around. Why does he need only a maximum of four typefaces?’ So this book gives you some hints to think about the values in the environment that we are living in.

I see very distinct feelings between your more practical, informational-based work and your more experimental work. It seems that in your experimental work it's very emotional, very personal, while your informational work is very systemic, built on grids, and very Swiss. Is it possible to inject emotional elements in informational work? How do you feel about that?

We have different faces. I don't believe in a person who is constantly the same. The way I react to one person might be different from the way you react to the same person. You say this guy is not nice, and another person might think he's a great guy. It's the same with work. When I get a job (that's when I get some work from a client), I think into this work and I'd say this work needs my personal push in it, the so-called ego. I'm a creative person, that means I don't think only in grid systems. That's the reason why I went away from Swiss typography. For example if it's a catalogue – say a book for an art fair that I designed. There was a very clear mission that I had to aim for. Anyone from a six-year-old girl to a ninety-year-old man had to be able to find information in this book as easily as possible. It was clear that I had to put my ego in the background. But if I had to make a poster where the client says, ‘we'd like a poster that's exactly your style,’ then I can do what I like, or so much I can do what I like but the communication to the receiver still works. You see that I'm not a dogmatic person. I can feel into the problems, and I can feel that this it right or this is wrong. That makes me very independent, free to solve every complicated problem; it's more interesting for me.

I work with very simple tools. Simple tools, that's very important. The Macintosh 128k was the first Macintosh computer that came on the market in January 1984. I still believe that the first program MacPaint that came with it has not yet been fully discovered. Coming back now to the classical type shop – the lead and points, lines, all those signs that you can print with, many thousands of pieces that you can combine – is a wonderful challenge to train your mind for creativity and to find solutions. I don't need complex machinery to say something. Whether direct or indirect, good or bad, it doesn't matter. I don't need it. This is the reason why I don't work with computers. I was the first person (almost) in Switzerland to introduce the Macintosh computer into the type shop. I bought four Macintosh Plus computers. I started to combine lead with the new technology of computers – it was wonderful. There's technology that is 500 years old (composing techniques that began around 1445) that is still in use in our type shop, then came machinery like the Xerox machine, then came lithography. We are constantly finding new ways to express, but computers might not necessarily bring something new.

With the computers, we now have the 'elastic band' problem. You can expand or compress in whatever ways you like, make positive and negative letterspacing and leading. An example: Univers was made as a very open typeface, while
Helvetica was created to be very tight because of fashion. But you can now stretch the type, or compose it very narrow. But that wasn’t Adrian Frutiger’s original idea. That means it has consequences. Consequences in the basic teaching of typography. It’s much more important now than before. And you need teachers who take care of this kind of things now. Typography is a very important discipline because 70–80% of what we do as graphic designers involve typography. It’s important that students get very intense training in the basics of typography in their first year, in the first and second semesters. Not just typography but also colour, drawing, etc. but especially typography, because of the ‘elastic band’ situation I mentioned earlier.

So you’re saying the rules are important... If you had lived in 500 years ago, that (letterpress) would have been a new technology, and you may not have liked it...
You see, it’s a very interesting phenomenon. We have these twenty-six letters, and other signs like commas, hyphens, numbers too. We can say pretty much anything we’d like to say. Things like the distance between words hasn’t changed in 500 years, otherwise you cannot read it. You can read German texts without having word spaces a little easier than English because capital letters are used more frequently in German, but not English. And we also need leading... These things help with readability. All those classical rules are very interesting.

I just picked up this brochure from the hotel. From this distance you cannot tell whether this was done with hand-composing or photo-composing or computer composing. You can’t tell if it’s letterpress, even engraving, offset, or a Xerox copy, or a printout from a laser printer — you can’t see it. The end result is still the same. There’s something wrong. We now have a monitor with a computer hooked up beside it. These two things have nothing to do with the hands any more. The monitor has nothing to do with paper any more. The biggest mistake is when people try to adapt a classical typeface like Bodoni to the computer screen. You probably need a new alphabet, or new ways of thinking about how we communicate with this medium. This is the same as those molded plastic chairs that imitate weaving. People like imitating old things but it’s a new technique. Emigre typefaces are on the way to rectifying this problem. You can smell the presence of the computer in Emigre’s typefaces.

To say it harshly, I think trying to make another nicer Bodoni on the computer that’s exactly like the original is for me, nonsense.

My students don’t design on the computer. When they’re making, say, a book cover, they first compose the information and then they cut it out, lay them on the table and make models... Ten, twelve... You can’t do that on the computer. On the computer you can show twelve sketches but they are very small. And you can’t touch them or move them... well, with the mouse you can but you can’t move the elements physically. When I have critiques with my students I see a landscape — like my watch, it’s a landscape. I can see that the plane arrives at two o’clock, and how long it has taken me. I can see it — there’s a story for me. But it were a digital watch, all you see is 2:00. It only shows a moment, but not a landscape.

Use a computer when it is necessary. Don’t use one when it’s not. Just like cell phones. I don’t have a cell phone. I think most of you here probably have one. Cell phones are great if my mother were to die in the next two weeks — I can talk to her on it every day. But I don’t need a cell phone to ask someone if dinner’s ready or if the potatoes are still being cooked. It’s such nonsense that some people talk on cell phones so loud that they entertain the whole restaurant.

Do you think technology is being abused by students?
I would say it’s not the students, but the teachers, the instructors. When I was young my mother told me to eat soup sitting up, not pressing against the table. Perhaps that was a German thing... If she didn’t tell me that, I wouldn’t have known eating soup pressing against the table looks funny. You have no rights to say whether something is good or bad. Try it out first, learn it first, then you can decide.

A lot of work is now being designed for the screen, where a lot of reading is now being done, like a printed page. For example programs like Flash, where type is being manipulated on screen. What do you think about the work that’s being done in this regard? Is it counterproductive, or is it possible to establish a landscape for the screen?

I’d like to give you the address of the home page from the University of the Arts, formerly PCA, Philadelphia College of Art. It’s the best web site that’s I’ve ever seen in my life. It’s incredibly well made.
do, what is possible. As far as web sites go, I am not 100% familiar, I only know one thing, and correct me if I’m wrong, it’s a beginning. We’re in around in Gutenberg’s time in the evolution timeline. All this stuff with Flash, etc., all these new tools that we have to give time to develop, for both manufacturers and users. I would say this electronic world, this information age is only in its beginning. It will eventually solve all it’s problems. I don’t know if this totally answers your question.

I was just wondering if there is an opportunity for the screen to play a role as a reading tool, like the page. And also the possibility for introducing motion to type now.

Moving type is nothing new. Type moved even in the twenties. I try to stay with tradition but I also try to be good friend with new technologies. Every time when I go over to the MIT in Boston to see John Maeda, the work interests me even though I don’t understand what they do. You see, I have contacts with all these people that have very different opinions. That’s very important, and that’s probably the reason why I don’t have problems with young people. I’m 60 years old and maybe in five to eight hundred students I have problems with something like five. Maybe ten of them don’t speak any more because they have problems. On one hand, we are all open for reasons, and on the other hand we are open for new things. That’s very important. And the students feel it very quickly. In the lectures that I’ve had in the past year there have always been about 95% of young people. It’s all young people. Very interesting. Why did they come? They’re read something provocative perhaps. I’m not a rock star like David Carson. I don’t show the students fashion, what’s just in. I show them serious material and serious presentation that stand on their own two feet, with almost 35 years of experience. Exactly a year ago I gave a workshop to people who were in the practice. People from 25–40 worked for three full days over the weekend on a book cover project. I prepare typefaces that they could enlarge or reduce. That was the only variation that they could do. They were totally happy. They said they learned more in those three days than they had learn in four years of typography in their schools. So it’s a proof that I think that’s there’s an incredible need for people to learn.

**Why do you think tradition is important in typography?**

I want to stress that all I’m saying is just an opinion or a person. An opinion that can be totally wrong. Don’t take it as something that’s absolute. Back to your question. I think you cannot start building a house with a roof. You can hire a helicopter and the gasoline will run out, the helicopter will fall down before you finish building it. It might be possible to hoist the roof up and start building the walls, theoretically, but in general, you don’t start a house with the roof. So the foundation of the house is the future for the house if you will. I would say if the foundation is stable the whole structure will be stable. The fundamentals of design can open up many other possibilities and it can give you context for your work. There are many other problems that you can discuss and do with the students. This is the instructor’s chance to communicate with the students and it should be as colourful and as inspiring as possible. From there you build up your things. You probably start with a pencil. This is not a fact I would say. We are still human beings. We are responsible for ourselves, for other people, for a group or perhaps even for the state. Responsible also means if you eat at McDonald’s everyday you’ll eventually weigh a ton and need two seats on the airplane. It’s interesting how animals don’t have those problems. I would say we are still human beings and we are trying our best not to be animals. That’s the problem. The society is so ill. We are producing so much waste. Everything is disposable. It’s crazy. But if we stop all this then thousands of people will be unemployed. It’s a vicious circle.

**Do you think we as designers contribute a lot to that system? Do you think we can change that?**

Sure. We can make campaigns to change that. We can make ads and posters and televisions commercials. That surely can be a job of a visual communicator.

**How do you think fashion and trends relate to typography and design?**

Like your earlier students April Greiman. She created this so-called ‘new wave.’ It became really fashionable after a while in America. And now we are on to something else. What role does fashion and trends play in typography and design?

April Greiman was one of my first students. I started this kind of typography which the Americans named it ‘new wave,’ ‘Swiss Punk’ or
'postmodern.' Who created this? Who knows? Not April. She came in at the right time when I let my students to explore typography in a totally different direction from the so-called ‘Swiss Typography,’ typified by the work of Emil Ruder, Müller Brockmen and so on. And she went with this new visual vocabulary to a country that was at the time very open to everything – crazy things, good things, wonderful things, bad things. She had this incredible possibility to adapt this experimental typography into commercial usage. In my presentations in 1972, there was always a group of audience that hated it, one group that loved it, and the rest would all leave during the lecture. People who were against it commented that you cannot use this kind of typography commercially. But I believed that one day it would be accepted for commercial work. April Griemen was the first person who could transform this experimental research into practice. It was ironic that in the seventies in America it was being copied and re-copied by many designers. Then it came Cranbrook. It had started to make ‘new wave.’ They were doing it as a style, and that was not my original idea. My idea was to find an alternative to this stiff, unexpressive ‘Swiss Typography,’ or it is sometimes called ‘international style’ in America. My idea was never to create fashion. Our teaching at Basel never orient us into the priority of following trends. It is not about trends but a certain kind of stability that we try to swim away from, but not totally. International style because almost result in design that looks the same all over the world. It is a part of globalization. There are many factors that resulted in this. One of them is the computer and the programs. You probably have the program Freehand. Or Illustrator, Photoshop, QuarkXpress, or Fontographer if you like making new typefaces. But these programs are all over the world. It is a disease. The disease is created once and multiplied all over the world. It’s interesting.

You are traveling the world. Do you have a personal philosophy, a mission, or something that makes you go out into the world to talk about something specific? That’s a very nice question. I grew up with my parents living in another country. I began to develop a love for travel, especially to oriental countries. And then I found myself learning hot metal typesetting in Germany for three years. And then I found out that I could perhaps become a typesetter or graphic designer later. Drawing, painting and photography also fascinate me. I also love ancient architecture. I then began to photograph themes with my Hasselblad camera and further blending this kind of experiences into my professional work. I like juxtaposing photographs with typography. You know, if you a single child you are more likely to grow up a little eccentric. I had my own world as a child. I wanted to make things that were a little different from, or better than, someone who came from a big family. I like to discover, and when I do make a discovery I’d like to share it with someone. This is like printing too. When I was an apprentice in the print shop, after I had composed something, I would give it to the printer who would print hundreds of thousands of copies so I can give to many people. I like sharing my experiences with young people and I feel that I’d like to say things that are little different from other people. I have lectures in different countries, in America, Canada, or England and I have a whole network of people that I always try to cultivate. And I feel that elementary problems are more important than ever, and specific elementary problems interest me very much. Because of the elastic band problem I mentioned earlier.

[Someone from the audience] I understand that your favourite typefaces to work with are Akzidenz Grotesk and Times. Do you exclusively work with these two fonts?

As I said before I like simple tools. For me they are toys too. For me it is not important whether it is an exclusive typeface or a complex typeface. It is a matter of choosing a simple, good, readable typeface to make typographic communication work. It is the typographic result that is the centre point. Not to find any more crazy typefaces in the FontShop or Adobe font catalogues and buy them. I met Roger Black at a typography conference and he said, for him a good typographer would use about one hundred typefaces a year. Your see this is an opinion. I think it is nuts, but if he thinks so, he thinks so. Look up Jan Tschichold and Hermann Zapf at the library. Look at their typeographic results, not their typefaces. You will find tremendous differences between these two typographers: Zapf is a Canadian wood-carver, and Tschichold is an aristocrat with a nice castle. You see there can be a large variety of results and personalities. What we are doing at Basel is only one out of hundreds of different possibilities of handling typography. Back to the question. I grew up with Akzidenz Grotesk and I love it. Akzidenz
Grotesk has a certain kind of ugliness to it, that’s why it has character. Whereas Univer is a very slick typeface. Adrian Frutiger’s twenty-one typeface system is a wonderful idea but for me it is too cosmetic. You also mentioned Times. Times for me is perhaps the most neutral serif typeface there is. Bodoni has too much meaning. I understand perhaps why you asked about Times, because I set the text in my book in Times. I chose Times because in most of my work I’ve used Akzident Grotesk, and to give it more expression without competing with the Sans Serif typeface. It was for reading and to provide a contrast. But I disturbed all that with an underlining. That’s my ‘shocker.’ With the lines the whole page becomes a unit; it holds together. And then the lines will probably make people think ‘what’s that? I can’t read it.’ The idea of using the underlining came one year before the book was actually published. I was a bit concerned that because people might reject the book because they can’t read the text with the underlining. But the publisher came along and thought it was a fantastic idea. But don’t think it’s easy to just make the lines. I’ve spent a good amount of time on experimentation. How thick? Should you be able to see the serifs or not? Should the line go on the top of the text or at the bottom? Every page of the book is a ‘hand-made cookie.’ There are a lot of considerations being put in it.
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84 One hundred L-shaped hooks screwed onto a wooden board, turned in various angles for printing line compositions by letterpress. Hooks that were screwed deeper into the board would not print. 1964

87 A reconstruction of a line picture printed with the hook device, 1964.


222–223 Landscape with lines
A composition made with straight and bent line rules and printed by letterpress, 1971.

174 Round composition
Small lead type were used to fill up a cardboard tube, then printed on their reversed sides, 1963.

179 A reconstruction of Round composition, 1990.

195 A photograph of the ancient section of the city of Damacus. Weingart photographed this in 1966 on a flight from Palmyra. It textural qualities closely resemble some of his round compositions (compare with [page 196]).


234 A snippet from Weingart’s sketchbook, showing his ideations for his M-project, 1965.

236 M-cube
Letterpress prints of the letter M were affixed to the six sides of a cube and photographed to create letters in various prospectives. 1965

254 M-compositions, created from the photographs of the M-cube, 1967.


406 ‘Seeing, Reading and Learning’

434 A brochure for an exhibition, 1973/74. In this example Weingart’s solid grounding in classical Swiss typography is very apparent.
Cover design for Projekte, typographic research at the Basel School of Design, 1979.

'The Swiss Poster 1900–1983', Red version. A poster created by overlaying films with different dot screens to create a new screen pattern, producing an emotional, cinematic effect. 1983

An exploration of using handwritten marks as a graphical element. A poster created for the retrospective: 'WordMark/Typefield/Picture/Space', 1990.

A photograph of steps leading to the grounds of a temple in Baalbek. The structure of the stone wall pictured inspired Weingart to explore his 'stepped typography' [page 119], 1966

Thoughts about a typographic curriculum. 'Stepped typography', composed with handset type. Weingart introduced traits like irregular paragraph breaks to create a typographic picture, 1971.
Hofmann while he was away, Kurt Hauert assigned us the second basic exercise: the Point. Not feeling under pressure, I tried to attend Hauert's weekly class regularly. Perhaps unfairly, I considered my independent work in the typeshop and designing posters for the student union to be more important than attending classes every day.

The next series of Line Pictures completed within the same year took yet another turn. The type material I was working with, the strips of metal that had a specific function in typesetting as leading or rules, presupposed that lines are straight and perpendicular, as is all hardware in letterpress printing. It occurred to me, why not bend the lead and copper lines into curved shapes or other contours? To ensure that these configurations would stand up and remain stationary in the bed of the letterpress without the aid of standard right-angled type furniture, I had to come up with various unconventional solutions. Within a frame I embedded the upright metal rules in liquid plaster, or secured them with blocks of lead either glued or taped to a platform in such a way that they remained fixed during printing. The next step in defying long-standing convention was inevitable: I felt limited by the standard sizes of metal and wood type.

Continued on page 100
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Sprache:

Schrift:
Schrift ist konventionelle bildliche Darstellung der Wörter einer Sprache. Damit können Aussagen in dieser Sprache festgehalten und weitergegeben werden.

Grammatik:
Grammatik — im weitesten Sinne — faßt die Formen und Fügungen einer gesprochenen oder geschriebenen Sprache auf jeder Stufe ihrer Entwicklung.

Wert der Sprache:

| 1. sozialisch: | Praktisches Werkzeug als Mittel der Aussage und der zwischenmenschlichen Beziehungen. |
| 2. geistig: | Intellektuelles und gemütliches Erbe von grundlegender geistiger und sittlicher Bedeutung und als solches ein Bestandteil der Menschheitskultur. |
| 3. künstlerisch: | Werkstoff, der literarische Kunstwerke ermöglicht. |

Diese Merkmale sind allen Sprachen gemein, eignen aber jeder von ihnen unverwechselbare Art.

Aus: Dokument Nr. 3) der Sprachencharta des Freiburger Instituts. Freiburg|Schweiz

Typographische Monatsblätter Schweizer Grafische Mitteilungen Revue Suisse de l’Imprimerie
# Projekte

**Erlauben**: Ergebnisse aus dem Typographie-Unterricht an der Kunstgewerbeschule Basel, Schweiz.

|-----------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------|

---

# Projects

**Erlauben**: Typographic Research at the School of Design Basle, Switzerland.

|-----------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------|

---

*Verlag Arthur Niggli AG*
Das Schweizer Plakat 1900–1984
Blick zurück auf eine sehr persönliche Typographie.

Institut für Neue Technische Form
Mühlenderhöhe
Ehren-Breitweg 6
61 Darmstadt

13 Oktober bis 13 November 1999
Montag geschlossen
Dienstag bis Samstag 10-18 Uhr
Sonntag 10-13 Uhr

Sympoism:
Standpunkte zur Typographie.
Eine Veranstaltung der Fachhochschule Darmstadt/ Fachbereich Gestaltung
und dem Institut für Neue Technische Form mit
namentlich internationalen Typographen.

Mühlenderhöhe
Oberlauchweg 10
61 Darmstadt

Aula der Fachhochschule
Montag 15. November 1999
10 Uhr
Typographisches Bewußtsein ist engagiertes Experimentieren und kritische Distanz.

Oder:
Unter welchen Umständen diese Publikation zustande kam.

Meine Untersichts-Konzepte für die Typografen. 1. Versuch einer Definition.